Century Avionics
completes first installation
of STEC 3100 autopilot
Late in 2019, Century Avionics completed its first Genesys Aerosystems STEC 3100 autopilot in
a Beechcraft B36TC Bonanza
This particular 3100 installed is a two-axis autopilot with
auto electric trim, but without the yaw damper and flight
director option. The autopilot interfaced seamlessly to existing
avionics required for optimal performance. Unlike traditional
legacy autopilots that rely on roll information from a turn
coordinator and pitch information from a pressure transducer,
the 3100 makes precise corrections based on very accurate
AHRS data. This is most evident on windy days where the
wind is not blowing perfectly down the runway. On approach,
a legacy analogue autopilot might hunt for the localiser or
final approach course line, while the digital 3100 holds the
course line like it is locked into a tractor beam.
Envelope protection / alerting
Loss of control is one of the largest contributors to general
aviation accidents. The S-TEC 3100 DFCS helps minimise
the chance of entering an inadvertent stall, unusual attitude,
over-speeds or excessive banking situation caused by aggressive
autopilot inputs. For example, should your aircraft approach a
stall whilst the S-TEC 3100 is engaged, the system will automatically
alter the maximum pitch angle necessary to quickly return the aircraft
to a safe speed. In addition, visual and aural annunciations will alert
you to the situation. In situations where you encounter an over-speed
or excessive banking, the system will apply similar corrective actions to
mitigate these potentially hazardous situations.
Straight and level recovery
Should you inadvertently enter into an unusual attitude situation,
the S-TEC 3100’s Straight and Level button (LVL), delivers fast and
simple automatic recovery to level flight from an unusual attitude
no matter what the visibility. Once engaged, Straight and Level
instantaneously overrides previous autopilot inputs to safely return
and hold your aircraft at a neutral attitude whilst you get things
sorted out. Indicated Airspeed Hold No matter what phase of flight
you are in, Indicated Airspeed Hold (IAS) will reduce your workload.
Set the power and trim and press the IAS button and the S-TEC
3100 will automatically hold the precise airspeed you select. This is
especially useful when flying around busy airports where the tower
asks you to keep your speed up or slow down to accommodate traffic.
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Altitude Preselect
Whether you are departing or approaching the airport, between
looking for traffic, talking to ATC and not busting an assigned
altitude is one of the most stressful parts of flying. The S-TEC
3100’s Altitude Preselect (ALT) feature can reduce your workload.
It not only lets you preselect your desired altitude, but it will give
you both visual and aural alerts as you approach the setting or if you
fly through it.
The S-TEC 3100 DFCS helps minimise the chance of entering an
inadvertent stall, unusual attitude, over-speeds or excessive banking
situation caused by aggressive autopilot inputs. Genesys Aerosystems are
in the process of receiving STCs for the following aircraft: King Air 90 and
200, Columbia / Lancair 300/400 Series, Piper PA-24 and PA-31 Series.
Please visit the Century Avionics website to view the full list of aircraft that
already have STCs by Genesys Aerosystems.
For more information: Tel: +27 (0)11 701 322
E-mail: salesadmin1@centuryavionics.co.za
Website: www.centuryavionics.co.za

